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A COSMIC INVESTIGATION ON LONDON BLASTS

DATED :7/12/2005

The blasts took place on July the 7th 2005 at 0850 hrs, but I believe that it was set in motion at 0844 hrs, GMT. One queer thing
is about the numbers. 7/7/2005. Its all number 7. The year 2005 adds up to number 7. The time 0844 adds up to 16 which
again adds up to 7. This has a significance. As per my numerology, the number 7 is the number of Ketu, the planet of

w

treachery, suddenness, and malefic intentions. Now the stellar positions.

The sign Leo was rising, with Jupiter and Ketu in conjunction in the 2nd house, in Virgo. Mars and Rahu were in the 8th house

w

in Pisces, Sun in the 11th house in Gemini, and Saturn, Moon, Venus and Mercury were all in Cancer in the 12th house.
Mercury and Venus were exactly 17 degrees in conjunction, Mars and Rahu were 23 and 24 degrees respectively, in

w

conjunction and the Moon had JUST moved into Cancer, at 0 degrees and few minutes. To add fuel to fire, ALL the planets were
in an orb on a single side of the Zodiac between Virgo and Pisces, which in the Hindu system is called Kaalsarpa Yog, which is
a very malefic combination and is represented as the Serpents head.
The sign Leo represents the Royal kingdom. Therefore London was the target. Mars, Rahu, Jupiter and Ketu in conjunction
and opposition and the Kaalsarpa Axis suggests that the attack was done by young people who are religious fanatics, and are
of Muslim origin. Four were from the west direction, living near water, or wharf, or near some waterway transport, One from
the south, one from the Northeast, and one from very much near and next to the place of occurrence. There are 7 people
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involved directly. Four have escaped by the water route towards the west and Northwest. At least two may have become
victims themselves, and one still remains within London, very near the site. The names of the people or organizations may
begin from the consonants as - DA, KHA, PA, BA, CHA,JA,NA or RA. These groups or people are definitely from a Muslim
religious jihadi group, the aims of whom are to cause death and destruction.
The preparation for the attack started on January 18th 2005. There were 5 bombs in all. Four were in vehicular transit. The
place where they were kept was probably at some religious place like a mosque, or at the place of a religious leader or
preacher (Muslim) Probably two women were also a party to all this.
Although this operation had a Muslim origin, but some western parties were also a part of it. These western people had
some transportation connection, or some ship or ferry connection to their place, for example, west Germany.
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Some military connection is also possible in this operation. From home ground.
Till July 18th, a general threat remains all over.

Like 9/11, some suspects may come to light within next few days, but the real parties behind this will not be caught. There is
great conspiracy and secrecy, and the fall guys will be brought forth. These situations change only from September 28th
onwards. That is when there will be some major change in policies and major decisions taken about the war situations

and terrorism. USA and UK will then start withdrawing their troops from Iraq, and a new agenda will be set for the world
order. Important world religious leaders will gather together and set some norms and principles that may set in, amidst
oppositions but will prevail at last.
Dr. Rakesh Kumar
chairman
ISHWAR

Please see my article "A COSMIC INVESTIGATION ON ATTACK ON AMERICA" below, Dated September 12th 2001, which
was circulated to some of our friends.

A COSMIC INVESTIGATION ON ATTACK ON AMERICA
By - Dr Rakesh Kumar Dated : Sept 12th 2001.

September 11th, 2001, 0848 hrs, New York city, Manhattan - disaster strikes! Terrorists attack the twin towers of the world
trade center, and at Washington DC. leaving the country pulverized, shocked and devastated Thousands of people lost their
lives, huge financial losses to the government and shattering the entire country by the sudden unexpected attacks.

The question is who? and Why? Was this attack directed towards the country, the government, or towards an individual? So

many questions, very little answers.While the CIA, FBI and other Govt. agencies will try to find the truth, which will take a lot
of time, I shall try to do an Astro analysis and give an insight into the attacks which might give vital clues and help with
some answers.
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First I shall give the planetary positions. The sign Libra started rising at 0838 hrs New York time. Sun was in Leo, Mercury in

Virgo, Mars and Ketu in Sagittarius in conjunction, Saturn in Taurus, Jupiter, Moon and Rahu in Gemini, and Venus in Cancer.
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Mars and Ketu were in the same constellation called Moola, Jupiter and Rahu both in Aridra, Moon in Mrigshira, which belongs
to Mars. Jupiter and Moon were exactly at 22 degrees North declination. Mars and Ketu were exactly in conjunction at 8
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degrees. The major period of Mars in operation.
"The attack was planned earlier and put into action around mid June 2000. There are 5 parties (groups or countries)
involved. Their names would start from the consonants like- AA, (and vowels)VA, MA, KA, (OR SIMILAR SOUNDS LIKE QA, KHA)
A major support came from a 5th party (maybe financial) after June 17th 2001, a close ally, a neighbour, a partner
came in secretly around 26th or 27th August who probably has some connection with the arms or arm forces, and this party
came from a place which has the names from - PA, BA, KH,or similar sounds Explosives, bombings were planned in the
countries defense or military grounds. A secret ally within! The Naval base or the Airbase were also the targets. On the 9th,
the world trade center was finalized as the target (Mars, south!) next to the riverside (Moon in Gemini!)
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Altogether 5 attacks were planned. These attackers were young, intelligent, handsome, technically educated and talented,
but religious fanatics. The state, the govt and the president gets strong after the 17th and further threat subsides from Sept
30th onwards. The act was committed out of jealousy, hatred and a mental poisoning. Rahu gives wrong ideas and wrong
religious beliefs. The idea originated from a place at 22 degrees North latitude, surrounded by waters but is very hot. There is
a strange duality about this place, and it may have a 2 part name, like for example- south Africa. It may have two
important religious monuments, and this place breeds religious fanatics and are militants. Now its up to you and your geography!"
NOW THE COMPARISON OF THE ATTACKS
In both the cases, Muslim attackers are involved.
In both the cases, Mars, Jupiter, Rahu and Ketu are in conjunction+opposition.
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In both the cases, Religious fanatics were behind it.

In both the cases, The major period of Mars was in operation.

In both the cases, Vehicles and modes of transportation were used.
In both the cases, Venus was in Cancer

In both the cases, Mars was in Jupiter's sign

In both the cases, Jupiter was in Mercury's sign

In both the cases, Mars, Jupiter, Rahu and Ketu were in dual signs
In both the cases, Sun was in the 11th house

In both the cases, Venus was afflicted by Saturn

RECENT PREDICTIONS SENT IN REGULAR NEWSLETTERS THAT HAPPENED
-GEORGE BUSH WINNING ELECTIONS -AUG 29TH
-TSUNAMI -AUGUST 29TH

-EXPLOSIONS AND FIRES -MAY 27TH
-FLOODS AND CYCLONES -MAY27TH
-MEDICAL SCAM-MAY 27TH

-NEW INVENTION-MAY 27TH

-HOMELAND SECURITY THREAT-MAY 27TH

- WON

- HAPPENED

- HAPPENED

-HAPPENED

- HAPPENED -BELVUE HOSPITAL
- HAPPENED - 7/11TH

- HAPPENED - RED ALERT!

Now you can see how an Astrological research can not only predict major events around the world, but also quite accurately

find out the cause, the effects, the source and and planets that form such a calamity. Therefore if we do serious research on

this subject, we can prevent many major disasters in the world and prepare ourselves whenever such planetary combination
come again.
God bless.

chairman
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ISHWAR
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Dr Rakesh Kumar
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